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I have learned a great deal in the process of getting my PhD. I learned that sometimes I can
be paralyzed by the seeming immensity of the task. I also learned that I can work past that
by focusing on one small task at a time. I learned that some work can be done in solitude.
However, I also learned that I need collaboration in order to be a complete researcher. I
learned that advisors and mentors provide valuable assistance in the process. However, I
also learned eventually I had to take ownership of my research. Usually a preface is about
the research in the document. This preface is about the researcher.
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SUMMARY
Generative Multimedia (GM) applications are an increasingly popular way to implement
interactive media performances. Our contributions include creating a metric for evaluating
Generative Multimedia performances, designing a model for accepting perceiver preferences,
and using those preferences to adapt GM performances. The metric used is imprecision,
which is the ratio of the actual computation time of a GM element to the computation time
of a complete version of that GM element. By taking a perceiver’s preferences into account
when making adaptation decisions, applications can produce GM performances that meet
soft real-time and resource constraints while allocating imprecision to the GM elements the
perceiver least cares about. Compared to other approaches, perceiver-directed imprecision





Generative Multimedia applications are emerging as an important technique for implement-
ing interactive media performances. Examples of Generative Multimedia applications in-
clude Interconnected Musical Networks [48], Video Conferencing using Video Avatars [24],
Massively Multiplayer Online games [25], and Augmented/Virtual Reality Environments
[50]. Current implementations process input events in real-time under unloaded conditions.
However, under loaded conditions the algorithms that generate the digital media streams
require more resources than are available. Under those conditions a number of undesirable
effects occur including delay, jitter, or drops.
1.1.1 Generative Multimedia
Generative Multimedia (GM) is media such as audio and video that is algorithmically
produced in soft real-time. GM output is triggered by events that are introduced from
outside of the system. The defining characteristic of generative multimedia is that the me-
dia performance does not preexist at the time of the performance. Instead, a Generative
Multimedia performance is generated in soft real-time. This differs significantly from pre-
produced performances delivered via video on demand [31] or streaming audio/video [30],
both of which exist prior to playout and delivery. Generative Multimedia is analogous to
live stage performances delivered to the audience, henceforth known as the perceiver.
Generative Multimedia has several useful characteristics. First, trigger events are much
smaller than the resulting performance triggered by the events. A few bytes specifying
such events can map to several megabytes of output in the final performance. Second,
Generative Multimedia performances can utilize the ever increasing computational power
at the perceiver endpoint [45]. Third, the structure of the performance can be changed
1
during the performance. For example, a perceiver may really like the chorus of a particular
song. In a preproduced performance, the length of the chorus is fixed. However, in a
generative performance, the chorus could be lengthened during the performance.
A representative Generative Media application is a digital audio synthesizer. A synthe-
sizer accepts input events for each instrument represented in the piece and renders a digital
audio output for each such event. The synthesizer mixes the individual digital audio streams
into a single output stream which is converted into analog audio format and presented to










Figure 1: Digital Audio Synthesizer Structure
Events are received in real-time by the dispatcher. The synthesizer generates digital
audio based on this input. Since the synthesizer receives this stream of events in real-time,
the synthesizer has no a priori knowledge of the number or duration of the events to be
processed until arrival.
Once the synthesizer has received an event, a generator maps the event into a digital
audio stream. The synthesizer then performs other processing, including scaling the stream
to the appropriate volume, synchronizing it with other streams currently being generated,
and mixing them into a single final digital audio stream. The final output is presented to
the perceiver via appropriate digital to analog conversion hardware, such as a PC sound
card.
Our digital synthesis application exhibits properties common to applications in the Gen-
erative Multimedia domain. First, the generative actions of such applications are triggered
by events in soft real-time. Second, the production of the digital output is based on po-
tentially complex algorithms with resource requirements that are not known prior to the
2
performance.
An application in the Generative Multimedia domain such as a digital audio synthesizer
processes input events with soft real-time output. As long as sufficient computational re-
sources are available to execute the algorithms, the application does not need to balance
competing demands. Algorithms generate the digital audio streams associated with the cur-
rent set of events in the system. Event arrival times and execution duration are not available
to the application a priori. Therefore, the application can’t predict the computational re-
source requirements necessary to process the event stream for a particular performance.
Thus, at some points, computational resources may be insufficient to complete all tasks
fully.
Software synthesizers such as Csound [6],[33] often do not guarantee real-time response.
But instead of failing to generate the requested output, CSound takes whatever time is
required to generate all of the digital audio streams requested. If this time exceeds the
duration of a single sample, the performance will be interspersed with pauses, clicks and
pops. In all cases, the overextension of computational resources by applications in this
domain presents a degraded performance to the perceiver.
1.1.2 Application-level Characteristics
Generative Multimedia applications are characterized by a need for:
• Soft Real-Time Performance Requirements - the performance is generated while the
perceiver is engaged with it. Therefore, a limited window exists between the arrival of
an event and the required generation of the output for that event. An excessive delay
in the production of the output impacts the perceived quality of the performance.
• Lack of A Priori Knowledge - A source external to the application presents the events
to the application. Therefore, the events the application processes during the per-
formance cannot be known to the application. The application does know the class
of possible events that it can handle. However, the quantity and arrival times of the
events for a particular performance are unknown.
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• Variable Computational Requirements - Since events are not predictable, their com-
putational resource requirements are also not predictable.
• Confined Resources - The resources, including memory and CPU cycles, required to
generate the performance are fixed during the performance.
The confluence of these characteristics creates an application environment that may
prohibit the generation of a complete multimedia performance in soft real time with the
available resources.
1.2 Existing Resource Constraint Approaches
Some approaches for solving the resource constraint issues of Generative Multimedia include:
• Best Effort chooses to produce a complete performance, typically using the highest
cost methods.
• Minimal Effort uses least cost methods for processing each event.
• Voice Stealing chooses to reallocate resources from old events to new events.
Each of these approaches has weaknesses that our research addresses. Best effort vio-
lates the soft real-time constraint when resources are insufficient to generate the complete
performance. Minimal effort underutilizes available resources and may deliver unsatifactory
results to the perceiver. Voice stealing ignores perceiver preferences.
The general problem with these existing approaches is that they hardwire adaptations
such as drops, delays, or resource reallocations. Fixed adaptations are used to tradeoff
dynamic quality vs. resource utilization in a specific way. None of the existing approaches
utilizes perceiver input before or during the performance. The specific approaches do not
facilitate the perceiver having a decision in how adaptations are applied.
1.3 Metrics for Evaluation of Generative Multimedia Per-
formances
We use two different measures to compare the effectiveness of Generative Multimedia con-
straint approaches. The first is impreciseness, which is the relationship of the difference
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between a complete performance and the actual performance.The second is a measurement
of overall delay during the performance.
In the general case, impreciseness is the ratio of resources used to produce an incom-
plete media element to the resources required to render that media element completely.
This abstract definition holds across most computational domains, which is not true for
relative metrics that compare complete to incomplete media elements produced by impre-
cise processes. Consider the production of an ornate tapestry graphic, for example. Here,
a relative incompleteness metric would measure the quality difference of each pixel of the
produced tapestry artifact compared to each pixel of the complete artifact. Such difference
measurements must be provided by the particular application being run and will therefore
differ across domains.
A set of tasks is required to generate the set of media elements for a frame. Delay is the
amount of time taken to complete the set of tasks beyond the frame deadline. If the set of
tasks completes before the end of the frame, then the delay for that set is zero. However,
when the computation extends into subsequent frames, delay is exhibited.
Let impreciseness be defined by I. A complete performance would finish with I = 0 for
each media element. Let delay be defined by D. A soft real-time performance would finish
with D = 0 for each media element.
Let us define the approaches outlined above in terms of I and D.
• Best effort: This method produces a complete performance with no impreciseness.
Best effort does not not take delay into account. So, when the production of a media
element with no impreciseness takes longer than a frame to produce, then delay results
in the performance. So, in Best Effort I = 0 and D is variable for the set of media
elements produced in the performance.
• Minimal effort: This method maximizes impreciseness in an effort to minimize delay.
Each media element is produced with the minimum resources that can be allocated to
produce that media element. For example, in the audio domain each note is produced
with a single partial. The problem with this approach is that resources that are
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available during the performance may be underutilized being held in reserve just in
case a rush of events come in. So, for minimal effort I is maximized for each media
element in an effort to ensure that D = 0 for each element. In addition, with overload,
you may have D > 0 for some elements even when produced at minimal effort. This
may be addressed by simply not admitting events that result in delays. Such strategies
will result in event loss. Such loss may be unacceptable to the perceiver. We will
examine this topic further in the Future Work section.
• Voice stealing: This method attempts to minimize delay while maximizing resource
usage. Each media element is assigned maximum resources, making I = 0, as long
as D = 0 for the frame. However, when the admission of an incoming event would
cause D > 0 for the frame, then some of the resources assigned to existing events are
shifted to the incoming event. The impact is that for some set of media elements in
the frame I > 0. However, D = 0 for the entire set of media elements in the frame.
Voice stealing is a hardwired approach to resource allocation. The hidden issue of the
scheme is who chooses the reassignment of resources. In voice stealing, the composer
of the performance makes the decision about how resources will be reallocated.
• Perceiver directed impreciseness: Perceiver directed impreciseness also allocates re-
sources so that D = 0 for the entire set of elements in the frame. However unlike
vioce stealing, the allocation of I for each media element is determined by perceiver
input.
Allocation of impreciseness minimizes delay in general. Perceiver-steered allocation
of impreciseness takes perceiver preferences into account. This strategy allows for the
customization of the performance without reintroducing jitter, delay, and drops.
In a similar vein, an individual perceiver’s concept of a perfect or complete performance
may fall short of the objectively complete performance that could potentially be produced.
So, the resource requirements necessary to satisfy the perceiver’s conception of the perfect
performance may be less than the requirements for an objectively complete performance.
Since the objective of a Generative Media performance is to be perceived, adaptations that
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attempt to match a perceiver’s preferences for what appears to be a ’complete’ perfor-
mance constitute an interesting approach to dealing with resource limitations during the
performance.
1.4 The PEDALS Model
In this thesis, we describe a dynamic resource management model, PEDALS, the Perceiver
Dynamically Adapted Library System. PEDALS is a model for building Generative Multi-
media real-time applications. Dynamic adaptations are applied to the generative elements
used to produce real-time performances within the constraints of available computational
resources. As events enter the system, the resources are dynamically distributed among
the set of generators. Each generator receives a portion of the computational resources
to continue performing in soft real-time. Such adaptations vary the impreciseness of the
performance to the perceiver while minimizing delay. Perceivers will evaluate the resulting
performances in idiosyncratic ways.
Perception is unique to each perceiver. So, applications implemented in the PEDALS
model dynamically adapt to match what an individual perceives as a good adaptation. It
does not try to impose the same concept of good adaptation upon every perceiver. Thus,
PEDALS exposes adaptation choices to each perceiver. The perceiver can then choose the
adaptations that he or she prefers.
PEDALS exposes adaptations to the perceiver as follows. First, PEDALS exposes the
generative elements to the perceiver. The perceiver rates the desirability of different kinds
and levels of impreciseness of each element output. Second, PEDALS uses preferences stated
by the perceiver about the acceptable impreciseness of element outputs to dynamically
allocate resources to minimize overall impreciseness. Thus, impreciseness is steered by the
perceiver within the given resource constraints.
We dynamically adapt the computational requirements of the application to the available
resources. We do this by varying the imprecision of the media elements generated to create
the performance, trading preciseness of output for additional computation resources. By
planning for graceful degradation of quality in the face of increasing workload, PEDALS
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can address the shortcomings of each of the approaches outlined in the Existing Resource
Contraints section.
Applications in the PEDALS model measure their resource requirements dynamically.
However, instead of requesting additional resources when computational capacity is ex-
ceeded, they will adapt the computational requirements of the generators to match the
available resources. Instead of failing to produce output in real-time as some static hard-
ware/software synthesizers do, or failing to produce output for all events, as done in some
hardware implementations, we produce output for all events in real-time, but with some
elements of the performance produced with impreciseness relative to the fully instantiated
performance.
1.5 Thesis Statement
Generative Multimedia requires adaptive solutions to generate high quality performances.
Perceiver preferences can be used to dynamically control the impreciseness of adaptive
Generative Multimedia performances.
1.6 Thesis Demonstration
We have developed the PEDALS model, which exposes the perceiver to adaptation options
with variable impreciseness. We also defined metrics that quantify the impreciseness of an
adapted Generative Multimedia performance. The model is demonstrated with an event-
driven digital audio synthesizer called PARSYNTH. We have measured and compared the
impreciseness and delay of performances using Best Effort, Minimal Effort, Voice Stealing
and Perceiver Directed Imprecision. Results from testing PARSYNTH indicate that dy-
namic adaptation reduces delay and improves the allocation of impreciseness, over those
approaches.
1.7 Summary
Our contributions include making explicit the imprecision of Generative Multimedia per-
formances and permitting the perceiver to influence the dynamic adaptations applied. By
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taking a perceiver’s preferences into account when making adaptation decisions, applica-
tions can produce Generative Multimedia performances that meet soft real-time and re-
source constraints while allocating imprecision to the GM elements the perceiver least cares
about.
We implement the PEDALS model, instrumented into PARSYNTH. [19] PARSYNTH
can perform under soft real-time performance constraints, while generating perceiver-directed
adaptations. Compared to other approaches perceiver-directed imprecision best allocates




In this section, we analyze previous research relevant to this thesis and compare it with
the concepts we have outlined for the PEDALS model. We address related research in the
following areas:
• Variable Quality of Service (QoS) is a common technique for allocating constrained
resources.
• Autonomic Computing addresses issues of complex systems performance self adapta-
tion in order to meet high level user specified goals.
• Perceiver Quality addresses issues related to how perceivers interpret the quality of
multimedia performances, both in the generative and the distributed multimedia do-
mains.
• Soft Real-Time Metrics evaluate the efficacy of adaptations performed during execu-
tion and to measure the potential negative impacts of performing such adaptations.
Our research is grounded in the rich tradition of distributed multimedia with variable
QoS, adaptive systems, and soft real-time systems. In this section we will examine related
research in those areas and how the PEDALS framework extends work in these areas using
perceiver input.
2.1 PEDALS Contributions
PEDALS extends research in the following areas. It utilizes perceiver input to guide adap-
tation decisions and to manage allocation of imprecision. It measures imprecision. It is
an adaptive framework that facilitate the building of perceiver-driven adaptive generative
multimedia applications. Adaptation is based on frames.
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2.2 Variable Quality of Service
Variable QoS management has been discussed in the area of distributed network multimedia
[3], [8], [16], [28], [53]. In general, these papers focus on the architectural requirements of
distributed multimedia. They span a variety of approaches including CORBA-based object
management to end-to-end QoS management.
Koliver [22] manages variations in network resources using quality functions. The quality
function is mapped from QoS parameters. The parameters generate an overall quality value
that is adapted during the delivery of the networked multimedia performance. A fuzzy logic
controller is used to implement adaptation. The controller monitors the actual quality value
from the stream of interest and computes an error value to the quality value emitted by
the quality degree function. Based on this error value, the controller adapts low level
parameters, such as bit rate, for the stream.
Our PEDALS model follows a similar pattern in the generative multimedia domain.
We utilize quality mapping tables that directly map perceiver preferences, as opposed to a
quality degree function which uses QoS parameters that have user preference implicitly em-
bedded in those parameters. Instead of utilizing fuzzy logic for adaptation, our frame-based
adaptation uses a simple heuristic to compute adaptations between frames as necessary.
In both PEDALS and Koliver’s systems, the perceiver’s preferences are decoupled from
the resource usage of the performance. Perceivers specify high level quality goals, and the
underlying system performs adaptations to meet those goals using the available resources.
In [10] variable QoS is coupled with admission control. Their setup consists of dividing
tasks into high priority and low priority multimedia tasks. Upon admission of a new high
priority task, if sufficient resources are not available, then the quality of some subset of the
lower priority tasks is decreased in order to make resources available for the high priority
tasks. When resources become available, the lower priority tasks have resources restored to
them. Resources are partitioned into fixed sets of high, low, and shared resources.
Their concept shares several attributes with PEDALS including variable QoS upon ad-
mission of new tasks, and the subsequent restoration of resources as they became available.
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However, the arbitrary division of tasks into high and low priority limits the possible adap-
tation strategies. Also, resource underutilization is likely if the mix of high/low priority
tasks is skewed due to resource reservation of the fixed partitions of the task areas. Finally,
their variable QoS model does not allow for fine gradations of resource assignment based
on perceiver preferences, as PEDALS does.
Another approach to Quality of Service is taken by Poellabauer [34]. With Q-Fabric, he
takes an integrated and multilevel approach to adaptation, involving the application, oper-
ating system, and network levels. This approach results in highly efficient adaption. QoS
managers can specify policies, and the resource manager (a component of Q-Fabric) uses
kernel level mechanisms to implement those polcities. One novel aspect of his adaption al-
gorithm is using the amount of energy required for a task as input to the adaptation decision
coupled with the integrated, multilevel approach. Although PEDALS is currently imple-
mented at the application level, it would benefit from Poellabauer’s multilevel, integrated
architecture.
BBN Technologies has done considerable research in the area of object-oriented Quality
of Service. Among many others, [52] [47] [27] describe QuO, which is CORBA-based middle-
ware for implementing objects with QoS properties. QuO allows distributed object-oriented
applications to specify dynamic QoS requirements. QuO also provides an adaptation mech-
anism in order to ensure that QoS constraints are met. PEDALS shares the adaptive and
QoS management properties of the QuO system. However, it is currently neither distributed
nor object oriented.
Another approach to QoS is taken by DFuse [23]. DFuse is an architectural framework
for managing data fusion of sensor networks. DFuse has a QoS component related to the
power budget of the sensors in the network. The framework tries to equalize load to maintain
longest total application running time without running out of power. DFuse dynamically
assigns aggregation roles to nodes in the sensor network. This assignment is based on
a cost function designed to optimize on attributes such as node power and transmission
costs. PEDALS shares the management of QoS and dynamic adaptation features of DFuse.
However, instead of energy, our resource is CPU capacity. In addition, instead of cost
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functions as input for adaptation decisions, PEDALS utilizes perceiver data.
2.3 Autonomic Computing
As systems become more interconnected and diverse, architects are less able to anticipate
and design interactions among components. As a result, such issues are dealt with at
runtime. Systems have become too massive and complex for system integrators to install,
configure, optimize, maintain and merge. This complexity results in an inability to make
timely, decisive responses, to the rapid stream of changing and conflicting demands.
Autonomic Computing [21] is one way to address these issues. Autonomic Computing
systems manage themselves given high level objectives from administrators. Autonomic
Computing research [49] incorporates a strong adaptation component. Autonomic element
behaviors include establishing and maintaining relationships with other autonomic elements,
meeting obligations via tuning, and offering a range of performance options.
The PEDALS model shares these behaviors of autonomic elements. Modules in our
framework establish relationships via the use of administrative links. Modules meet their
obligations of both soft real-time and resource constraints by performing adaptations. Dy-
namically adapted generators offer a range of performance options.
White [49] describes other required behaviors for autonomic computing elements. They
must be self-managing and self-protecting. However, our framework does not completely fall
under this definition. Our framework utilizes a centralized dispatching system for adapta-
tions. PEDALS modules are adaptable, but not self-initiating. In its current configuration,
modules make no attempt to validate adaptation requests because adaptation decisions
are centralized. Adaptation requests are currently assumed to be valid and reasonable.
Therefore, modules are not self-protecting.
The underlying basis of autonomic computing is dynamic adaptation [4], [36]. Dynamic
adaptation can be implemented at multiple levels: hardware, Operating System, middle-
ware libraries, and application. The demand for scalability in distributed and real-time
systems has driven the integration of dynamic adaptation research into autonomic comput-
ing applications. The PEDALS model currently implements its dynamic adaptation at the
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application level.
In [37], Rosu develops a model for describing dynamic adaptations and their costs.
FARA is her framework for implementing dynamic adaptation. FARA is implemented as a
middleware layer. In particular, FARA describes a model of application-specific adaptation
costs and methods for using this information in selecting adaptation solutions with low
impact on transitory state performance. PEDALS utilizes perceiver input in adaptation
decisions. However, PEDALS does not apply application specific information to reduce the
transitory impact of adaptation decisions.
2.4 Perceiver Preference Mapping
In multimedia soft real-time systems (particularly network distributed systems), metrics
are often based on objective measures such as end-to-end delay and jitter. Several systems
[14], [12], [41], [5] use perceptual data to guide adaptation. Work in the area of perception,
including [46] and [1], establishes quality thresholds beyond which perceivers gain no further
perceptual benefit of additional allocated resources.
[15] examines the effect of frame rate upon perceiver satisfaction and information un-
derstanding. In their study, participants were asked to rank the quality of performances
on a scale. The results indicate that significant changes in the frame rate of multimedia
clips have no significant impact upon the perceiver’s perception of quality. In comparison,
PEDALS varies the impreciseness of the generative elements of a performance at a fixed
frame rate. In addition, we use the metrics of impreciseness and delay to evaluate the
performance.
2.5 Soft Real-Time System Metrics
Brandt [7] discusses that soft real-time system metrics have a different priority than hard
real-time metrics, where missed deadlines cannot be tolerated. Instead, he points out that
soft real-time systems can be compared using the concepts of measuring the benefit of
resource allocation, and the instability of the system due to these dynamic changes in
resource allocation. Instability is defined as the rapid change in the state of the multimedia
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performance. For example, a video performance is unstable when it rapidly changes state
between full color and black and white. Previous metrics did not take instability into
account.
PEDALS utilizes the concept of benefit in the adaptation of generators, where benefit is
based on the perception of the perceiver. PEDALS currently does not take instability into
account. The combination of the frame based approach and the selection of adaptations
among the generators limits extreme changes in individual adaptations. However, high
overall instability may result from the aggregation of adaptations across the entire set of
generators.
Brandt points out that often benefit and instability work counter to one another. In
addition, the instability and benefit of a prematurely dropped event, as can occur in best
effort systems, will more severely impact the total benefit and instability of the system as
compared to a variation in the quality of the processing of that event. PEDALS exploits
this concept by varying the impreciseness of the media elements generated for an event.
This behavior is analogous to the variation in quality discussed in Brandt.
Another approach to evaluating soft real-time multimedia performance is described by
Liu [26]. They built a system wherein tasks are divided into manditory and optional com-
ponents. The computation of each task is checkpointed at intervals. When the deadline
for the task is reached, the most recent checkpointed result is submitted. They refer to
the goodness of their result as the precision of the result. A complete computation is a
precise result. PEDALS uses a variation on this concept of precision. However, instead of
checkpointing, PEDALS preschedules the execution time of its tasks.
2.6 Summary
The PEDALS model draws from research in many areas including Variable Quality of
Service, Autonomic Computing, Perceiver Quality and Soft Real-Time Metrics. However,
these areas do not specifically address the use of perceiver input to make adaptation deci-
sions. This perceiver input is critically important in generative multimedia performances,
where previous systems have either not made adaptation decisions or have made hardwired
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Figure 2: EverQuest Low Quality Character Model Troll
adaptations. Hardwired adaptations do not take perceiver preference or other situational
characteristics into account. An example of such hardwired adaptations is used in the
Massive Multiplayer Online Game EverQuest.
Figure 3: EverQuest High Quality Character Model Troll
Figure 2 shows an example of a Troll implemented in EverQuest Low Quality Character
Model. Figure 3 is the same Troll, in the same spot, but using a High Quality Model. The
low quality models lack visual detail but can generally be rendered without delay. The high
quality model shows rich detail. However, because of the resources required to render high
quality models, player may experience slower reaction times in busy scenes, where many
models must be rendered simultaneously.
The quality of models has minimal impact during scenes where a limited number of
models need to be rendered. However, when scenes become busy, the game’s frame rate
drops steeply when using high quality models. This drop negatively impacts game play
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for the player. Because EverQuest players cannot dynamically adjust model quality, they
are forced to choose model quality before entering the game. Any adjustments to model
quality requires leaving the game, changing model quality parameters, and then reentering
the game. Such activities represent a severe impact to game play. During this time, the
player cannot participate in the game. In a busy battle sequence, a lack of participation
represents extreme danger both to the player character, and to the other players in that
battle sequence.
Another aspect of the lack of perceiver input is illustrated by the modality of the Ev-
erQuest player character. Many EverQuest characters have multiple roles, such as Healer
and Fighter. The view that a player requires during a session depends on the particular
role that player is exercising. Healers need to have views and information on other players
in their group while Fighters need to have views that focus on the enemies in a battle.
Facilitating a player’s ability to switch models to exchange views during the course of a
game session improves the game play for that player.
These points show that exposing adaptations to the perceiver of a generative media




We have developed the PEDALS model for building generative interactive soft real-time
multimedia applications. PEDALS-based applications dynamically adapt generators used
to create a performance. The generators vary the impreciseness of the performance in a
perceiver-specified way. The imprecision of the performance offsets delay. PEDALS exposes
adaptation choices to each perceiver. The perceiver can then choose the adaptations that
he or she prefers.
3.1 Motivation
There are two major concepts driving the development of PEDALS. The first is adaptabil-
ity. Generative media space applications must have adaptability. Such adaptability will
afford our framework the required flexibility to generate soft real-time multimedia output
in the face of varying input and resource conditions. The second major concept is perceiver
ordering of impreciseness.
3.1.1 Adaptability
Different algorithms also can produce quantitatively different digital audio streams that
have a subjectively similar tonality to the perceiver. For example, both FM synthesis and
additive synthesis can produce piano tones. In addition, some algorithms can be imprecisely
computed. [26] discusses the use of imprecise computation for fault tolerance and graceful
dedgredation in real-time systems. [51] has a survey of algorithms of the imprecise com-
putation model. A class of imprecise algorithms generates results by summing an infinite
series of terms. These algorithms can approximate the target output with varying degrees of
impreciseness. The more imprecise output corresponds to a reduction in the computational
load required to produce that output.
As an example, consider Figure 4 through Figure 6.A square wave can be generated by
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Figure 4: Square Wave Composed of 1 Sine Wave
Figure 5: Square Wave Composed of 10 Sine Waves
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Figure 6: Square Wave Composed of 1000 Sine Waves
adding an infinite series of sine waves consisting of the odd harmonics of the fundamental
frequency of the square wave. Note that a single sine wave at the fundamental frequency is
a very crude approximation for the desired square wave. However, as more terms are added
(10 and 1000 sine waves in Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively), the resulting waveform more
closely approximates the target waveform. For different perceivers, the subjective quality of
these approximate tones varies. In addition, the computational requirements necessary to
produce these tones also vary according to the algorithm producing the tones. The PEDALS
model divides performances into frames. A frame is defined as a fixed computation time-
frame that is used to generate a segment of the generative performance. Adaptations only
occur between frames. Event admissions and releases only occur between frames. Frame
intervals must be short enough so that adaptation response times can be relevant, but long
enough so that adaptation computation doesn’t overwhelm the computation requirements
of the frame. The metric used for determining frame length is ”Just Noticeable Difference”
[29], which is the threshold for the perceiver to notice changes in the performance. Changes
that occur below this threshold are not perceived as changes. Adapting faster than the
perceiver can notice changes invalidates any advantage in increasing the adaptation rate.
Another issue is the fact that adaptations are event driven. As long as the system is in
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a steady state where no additional events come along, no adaptations need to be executed.
Furthermore, no evaluation for adaptations needs to be done. Generators processing existing
events in this steady state use the same adaptation parameters issued the last frame that
adaptation occured.
3.1.2 Perceiver Ordering of Impreciseness
The next conceptual element is the ordering of the perceived impreciseness of the possi-
ble generation options. However, such preferences are perceiver-specific. The perceiver
experiencing the performance must assign a perceptual impreciseness value for each pos-
sible generation option. The ordering of perceived impreciseness is chosen solely by the
perceiver’s preference, without regard to the computational requirements to generate that
preference.
The two conceptual elements of adaptability and perceiver ordering of impreciseness
provide the basis by which generative interactive multimedia applications may be adapted.
The framework and the applications offer the perceivers parameters for each class of tones.
The PEDALS adaptation algorithm selects parameters that meet the computational re-
quirements for each frame of the performance. The applications using the PEDALS model
make these adaptive selections based on the preference assignment of the perceiver.
Our approach is to create a design with application mechanisms, framework, and pol-
icy, such that applications built using the PEDALS model will generate generative media
output whose impreciseness is directed by the perceiver. In addition, the design and result-
ing infrastructure framework will simplify the process of building dynamically adaptable
generative applications.
We also differentiate between reconfiguration, which changes the structure of the appli-
cation, and adaptation, which changes the resource requirements of the application without
necessarily changing the structure. Reconfiguration (adding or removing an instrument)
















Figure 7: PEDALS Based Application Architecture
3.2 PEDALS Architecture
As shown in Figure 7, a PEDALS-based adaptive application consists of modules and links.
Modules perform multimedia application specific activities such as generating, filtering and
consuming media element data. Data and events directing module activity are passed
between modules using links. This structure creates an application infrastructure that can
be dynamically adapted.
3.2.1 PEDALS Events
Events are used to direct the actions of the modules of the application. The use of events
unifies the communications infrastructure of a PEDALS-based application. The same event
structure is used for both intramodule and extramodule events. This usage creates the
ability to direct the application’s modules using modules external to the application. The
six kinds of events are:
• START events can be parameterized to vary the content generated. For example for
a digital synthesizer application, a START event can carry the frequency and volume
parameters for the note to be generated.
• STOP events terminates the generation of a media element. STOP events return the
corresponding generator for that media element to an idle state.
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• ADAPT events trigger an adaptation to the generator. ADAPT events can be param-
eterized to specify the algorithm that should be used to process the media element in
subsequent frames.
• NEWWORK events facilitate frame based flow control. A NEWWORK event accom-
panies the data associated with a media element for a single frame.
• CONTINUE events facilitate are also frame based flow control. CONTINUE events
are acknowledgements for NEWWORK events. CONTINUE events signal that work
for the next frame can commence.
• DIE events permanently terminate the module receiving the event. Before terminat-
ing, the module retransmits the DIE event to any downstream modules. The net
effect is to terminate all modules in the PEDALS-based application.
3.2.2 PEDALS Links
Links are the mechanism used to transport events and data between modules. Links are
point to point one way communications channels. Links support both reconfiguration and
adaptability. Reconfiguration is achieved by redirecting the sender and/or receiver of a
link’s content dynamically. Adaptability is supported by the link’s ability to transport
adaptation events between modules. Adaptation events are issued by the dispatcher and
processed by generators between frames.
Links in the PEDALS model are differentiated by the type of information they carry.
Data links are used to transport application data (samples, video frames, etc.) between
modules. Administrative, or admin, links are specifically designed to transport events.
Separation of data and admin links contributes to simplicity and performance. Admin
events on separate channel are faster and simpler than having to locate admin events from
a single unified link. Unified links could prioritize so that admin events are pushed to the
head of the link, but that technique adds complexity.
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3.2.3 PEDALS Modules
Modules are the computational elements of the generative application. They receive events
from their administrative link. These events direct the module to perform their specified
duties. Modules then generate events, specifically NEWWORK and DIE events, to direct
the modules that are receiving the data generated or filtered by the module generating the
data.
Modules in a generative application are differentiated by their execution activities and
execution models. The four classes of modules are generators, filters, dispatchers, and
consumers.
The first type of module are dispatchers. Dispatchers accept incoming events from
outside the application and process them. As events arrive, the dispatcher sends START
events to generators to initiate processing for those events. The dispatcher executes the
adaptation algorithm to adapt the generators processing existing events. ADAPT events
are sent to those generators as needed.
Generator modules generate data content under the direction of events received from
the admin link. The START event directs a generator module to start generating data
content. A generator module will continue to generate data content until a STOP event is
received.
The next type is a filter module. Filter modules take one or more input data streams,
filter the data, and generate one or more output streams.
Consumers are endpoints for data streams. Consumers take input data streams and
transport them out of the application. Examples include writing the data stream to a file
or presenting the final data stream to the perceiver.
3.3 Adaptation Algorithm
In an ideal situation, we would like to optimize the preference values of the performance
given resource constraints. However, this optimization is an NP complete problem. Instead
we use an approximation.
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3.3.1 The Knapsack Problem
The Knapsack problem [38] is a classic integer optimization problem. For a set of N items
such that each item i is worth profit pi, and weights wi, choose the subset of items such
that the total weight is at most W and the total profit is maximized. Finding the optimal
set of items is a known NP complete problem. However, many approximations algorithms
have been proposed. See [17] for a survey of such algorithms.
3.3.2 Definitions
In order to describe our adaptation problem, we must introduce some terminology describing
attributes of preference and cost.
• The perceiver must supply a preference value to each possible generation option. We
call this preference (p).
• Each generation option also has a computation cost (c).
• The Total Preference (TP ) is a quantitative representation of the total preference of
all of the currently running generation options in a frame. TP =
∑n
i=1 pi.
• The Total Cost (TC) is a quantitative representation of the total cost of all of the
currently running generation options in a frame. TC =
∑n
i=1 ci.
• The Available Resource Cost (ARC) represents the total computational capacity on
the system the framework is running for a single frame.
3.3.3 Adaptation Problem Definition
We wish to chose the TP such that TP is maximized while TC <= ARC. This constrained
optimization maps directly to the Knapsack problem. The computational complexity of
choosing the optimal solution is prohibitive. As a result we have chosen one of many
approximations. We chose an approximation on the basis of speed and simplicity. Other
approximation algorithms could be substituted without loss of generality.
One additional constraint unique to this problem domain is that generation options are
subdivided into classes. For each of the n events an option must be chosen from a specific
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class. In the original Knapsack problem, no item was required to be chosen. But since
events must be processed, a generation option must be mapped to that event.
In order to be explicit about which set of generation options are available for which types
of events, both events and generation options will have an additional subscript t to indicate
the mapping between a particular event type and its corresponding generation options set.
For example, Eit and Gtji would indicate the event i uses generation option j from the
generation options subset t. The subscript i to E and G is needed when multiple instances
of the same generation option are assigned to different events.
The adaptation algorithm runs prior to every frame that has an incoming event. The
algorithm must be efficient because the performance is generated in soft real-time. The
algorithm executes as follows:
Create a vector of N generation options, one for each event in the frame. The
generation option must match the event type of the corresponding event and
starts as the generation option with the highest p. While TC for the vector
is greater than ARC and some lower cost generation option exists, replace a
generation option with the generation option (from the same event type set)
with the smallest decrease in preference. If multiple generation options with
equal preference difference exist, choose the generation option with the smallest
absolute preference.
For example, consider Table 1. If the ARC = 750 and a piano note event arrives, then
the adaptation algorithm selects Piano generation option A. When a second saxophone note
event arrives, the adaptation algorithm must choose a piano option and sax option. It will
start with Piano A and Sax C (TC = 1108). The TC exceeds the ARC, so the algorithm
continues. The algorithm will select Piano A and Sax D (TC = 869). The sax option
is chosen because the difference in preference between Sax C and Sax D is smaller than
the difference between Piano A and Piano B. The next selection is Piano B and Sax D
(TC = 732). The algorithm ends by choosing generation options Piano B and Sax D for
the two notes.
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Table 1: Sample Adaptation Table
Generation Option Preference Cost
Piano A 900 600
Piano B 700 463
Sax C 600 508
Sax D 525 269
Sax E 275 103
The resulting vector of generation options represents an approximation of the highest
total TP that can execute within the given ARC. The run time of the algorithm is N ∗M
where N is the number of events and M is the upper bound of the number of generation
options among the generation option subsets. This algorithm does not find the optimal set
of generation options because it does not implement backtracking. Once the preference for
a generation option has been decreased, the algorithm does not allow for a higher preference
generation option for that event to be selected at a later time. However, each new incoming
event allows for a new recalculation of the generation options. Potential improvement of a
generation option can occur in subsequent frames.
3.4 An Example of PEDALS-based Adaptation
Figures 8 through 10 illustrate snapshots of a sample execution of the PEDALS instru-
mented application. The figures show the impact on a PEDALS application of the events
described in the previous section. For this example we utilize the preference and cost val-
ues described in Table 1. Figure 8 shows the initial idle state of the system. Each of the
generators are preforked, but blocked on their administrative links, which are used to com-
municate event and adaptation information to the computation elements. The generators
consume no computational resources during the execution of the application until activated
by the arrival of an event on the administrative link of the generator.
Figure 8 also shows the activation of the silent generator. This generator exists as a
timing mechanism for the application in the idle state. This occurs at the beginning of
the execution of the application or when all active events have been satisfied. The silent
generator generates digital audio samples with no volume, thereby creating silent output. In
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addition the dispatcher monitors the output packet number of the consumer module. When
the output packet number matches the packet number of the next event, the dispatcher
injects that event into the system.
Figure 9 shows the arrival of the first piano NOTEON. The dispatcher runs the adap-
tation algorithm and assigns the generator with the value in the adaptation table with the
















































Figure 10: Adaptation when Second Note Added
Figure 10 illustrates the arrival of a second NOTEON event, a sax note, after an initial
NOTEON to Generator 0 has already initiated processing. The initial NOTEON when
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running alone had sufficient computational capacity to run at the maximum 600 (Piano
A) indicated in the adaptation table. When the second NOTEON arrives the dynamic
adaptation algorithm selects Piano B (cost 463) for the existing NOTEON event and Sax
D (cost 269) for the new event. The dispatcher sends an ADAPT event of Piano B to
the currently running Generator 0, and a NOTEON with algorithm Sax D to the new
Generator 1. The adaptation has varied the adaptation of the generator generating the
existing NOTEON event.
3.5 Summary
We described the PEDALS model for building generative interactive soft real-time multime-
dia applications. PEDALS uses dynamic adaptation to create a performance with impreci-
sion and minimum delay. The PEDALS architecture consists of events, links, and modules.
The adaptation algorithm is a variation of heuristic solutions designed for the knapsack
problem. We discussed one application specific approximation and gave its runtime. Fi-
nally we worked through an extended example of the algorithm and then demonstrated that




Digital Audio Synthesis consists of several components including synthesis algorithms, sine
wave generation and representation, amplitude envelopes, note and score representation,
and digital mixing. In the following sections we describe each of these components.
4.1 Synthesis Algorithms
Digital audio synthesis uses mathematical formulas to create a stream of digital samples.
The sample stream generates sound when processed by a digital to analog converter. In
an ideal environment, each sample would be individually created to match the exact sound
desired. Unfortunately, the excessive storage and computational requirements preclude
using this technique. Instead, algorithms generate the sample streams. Three broad classes
of algorithms used are Physical Instrument Modeling, Frequency Modulation Synthesis, and
Additive Synthesis. Each of these classes of algorithms have the ability to generate a wide
variety of sounds. Each has a relatively simple parameterization of synthesis information.
They can model natural musical tones.
In the following section, we will briefly examine each class of algorithm. In addition, we
will examine the applicability of each algorithm type for adaptation in our framework.
4.1.1 Physical Instrument Modeling
Physical instrument modeling [44] uses wave theory and the physical changes to the waves
caused by the embouchure, reed, and walls of the instrument to model the generation of the
wave synthetically. Digital waveguides are more computationally efficient than the models
of the sound. Adaptation of the technique is not straightforward. Due to the switching from
integration of each point/sample to a digital waveguide, computation is decoupled from the
number of digital audio samples produced.
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4.1.2 Frequency Modulation
Frequency Modulation [11] utilizes the convolution of two or more sine waves, called opera-
tors, to generate inharmonic components that more closely model natural sounds than pure
sine waves. Variations of the frequency of the component sine waves, the modulation index
between the convoluted waves and the structure of the algorithm, provide the designer with
a flexible system that produces a wide variety of sounds.
The difficulty in using FM synthesis is the lack of a clear mapping between algorithm
parameters and the sounds produced. FM synthesis is difficult to adapt because small
changes in the parameters or the number of operations leads to large changes in the timbre
of the resulting output.
4.1.3 Additive Synthesis
Additive synthesis is the process by which complex periodic waveforms are created by the
summation of a set of sine waves. Each sine wave component is parameterized by its
frequency, amplitude, and phase. There are two methods of generating complex waveforms
from individual sinusoid parameters. The first method simply generates each individual
sine wave given the frequency, amplitude, and phase parameters and sums up the results.
The second method [13] represents all of the sine parameters as frequencies and performs
an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) upon the data. The IFFT produces the resulting
complex waveform. The IFFT computation time does not depend on the number of sine
waves calculated. Integrating IFFT into a performance is somewhat complex because the
algorithm requires a sample window that is a power of two. In addition, noise can be
introduced between sample windows.
Serra [42] explains that additive synthesis coupled with a residual noise component has
the ability to generate any type of sound, both harmonic and inharmonic. In addition the
set of parameters required to generate a particular sound can be extracted from a sample
of the sound itself.
The major benefit of additive synthesis is that the number of individual sine waves
required to generate complex waveforms can be varied. This variability gives PARSYNTH
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the ability to adapt the computation time for each individual sound generated. Also the
time required for each additional sine partial is linear. The execution time for a particular
number of partials can easily be calculated.
The decrease in the number of sine waves produces a waveform that differs from the
complete waveform. Therefore, impreciseness is introduced.
However the IFFT procedure can be utilized to generate all of the possible component
sine waves without an additional marginal cost to the algorithm computation time.
4.2 Sine Wave Representation and Generation
Additive synthesis uses sine waves to build complex waveforms. Natural timbres are de-
scribed by harmonic, amplitude, and phase information for each sine wave. In this section
we describe sine wave generation techniques. We also outline the method for obtaining sine
wave parameters for natural tones.
4.2.1 Sine Wave Generation
Efficient sine wave generation is important for maximizing the resource usage during a per-
formance. In [9] several techniques for sine wave generation are compared. These techniques
are:
• Using an interpolated look up table.
• Using the built in library sine function.
• Using a ringing infinite Q filter.
The interpolated look up table has the advantage of computation speed. However, errors
in the interpolated values can cause distortion in the digital audio stream produced. The
built in library sine function is generally easy to use. On the other hand, the combination of
the set up costs to call a function coupled with the inefficient implementation can increase
the computational cost to use the function.
We choose to use the ringing filter technique because it efficiently generates sine waves
without accumulating long term errors. Typically, with integer computation, roundoff error
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accumulates. The ringing Q filter technique does not.
4.2.2 Sharc Database
In order to reproduce realistic sounding timbres, additive synthesis requires parameterized
information for each of the sine wave partials used to generate the sound. These parameters
include harmonic, amplitude, and phase information. We obtained this information from
the SHARC timbre database.
SHARC [39] is a database of musical timbre information by Gregory Sandell. It stands
for ”Sandell Harmonic Archive.” Over 1300 different notes have been analyzed. Complete
chromatic runs from the standard playing range of essentially all the non-percussive in-
struments of the modern orchestra have been included; for example, individual analyzes of
32 different oboe notes (the chromatic scale from the pitches a3 to f6) are available. For
each note, a short portion corresponding to the sustain or ”steady state” portion of the
tone was selected and analyzed with a Fourier analysis. Each analysis consists of a list of
amplitudes and phases for all the note’s harmonics in the range 0-10,000 Hz. The source
of the musical notes were the orchestral tones from the McGill University Master Samples
(MUMS) Compact Discs. These are digital recordings of live musical performers.
4.3 Amplitude Envelopes
All of the digital audio synthesis methods outlined above fail to produce realistic sounding
output when used in isolation. The physical models of instruments exhibit changes in
amplitude during the generation of a tone.
Jensen [20] describes an envelope of partials as the evolution over time of the amplitude
of a sound. It is one of the important timbre attributes. A faithful reproduction of a
noiseless sound with no glissando or vibrato can be created using the individual amplitude
envelopes of the additive parameters. Unfortunately, the analyzed amplitude envelopes
often contain too much information to be easily manipulated. A model of the envelope is
therefore necessary.
Jensen’s envelope model is relatively simple, having only 4 split-points. The main char-
acteristics of this model is the attack, the sustain or decay, and the release as outlined in
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Figure 11: ADSR Envelope
Figure 11. Amplitude envelopes with the named split points are called ADSR envelopes.
We utilize envelope durations and slopes for specific instruments as specified by Jensen.
4.4 MIDI and PARSYNTH events
The Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) [2] is a universal format transmitting
music. The transmission link is divided into 16 logical channels. These channel allow
for multiple instruments to be represented. Each channel usually represents a different
instrument. The basic MIDI events are Note On and Note Off events. These events are
parameterized with channel, note and volume. A MIDI stream is divided into command
bytes and data bytes. Command bytes have their most significant bit set, whereas data
bytes do not. Each event consists of one command byte followed by zero or more data
bytes. For efficiency the MIDI format allows one Note On command to be followed by data
from multiple notes, as long as the event type and channel do not change. This technique
is known as running status. To further compress the transmission stream, a Note On data
byte with a volume of zero can be substituted for an entire Note Off event. The MIDI file
format stores MIDI performances with timing information for each event.
PARSYNTH requires MIDI events to be reformatted in three ways. First, the timing
information for MIDI events in MIDI files needs to be converted into frame numbers. Second,
the running status is converted into individual events. Finally, each MIDI note number must
be converted to its corresponding frequency. This conversion is performed by mapping the
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twelve equally tempered notes in the lowest musical octave into their frequencies. Each
subsequent octave doubles the frequency of the same note in the previous octave. So by
mapping the MIDI note number into a equally tempered note and octave, a conversion of
that MIDI note to its corresponding frequency can be performed.
4.5 Digital Audio Mixing
A digital stream has a maximum amplitude. When mixing multiple streams, a mixer
usually adds the values of the streams together. However, adding high amplitude streams
together can result in a value greater than the maximum. This mathematical overflow
results in a performance artifact known as clipping, where the mixed stream results in a
sound considerably different from the intended one.
To avoid clipping, digital mixing consoles [35] commonly use one of three techniques.
The first is automatic gain control (AGC) [18]. The mixer attempts to maintain an average
volume for the performance by varying the gain of the mixed stream. Another technique is
to limit the volume of each stream to a fraction of the total volume. As a result, the volume
of each output stream is volume of the input stream divided by the number of input streams.
This prevents clipping entirely at the cost of low average volume during the performance.
The third technique takes advantage of the fact that all streams of a performance are
exceedingly rarely at maximum volume at the same time. Instead of dividing the volume
of each input stream by the number of input streams, the mixer divides the volume of each
input stream by the square root of the number of input streams [40]. In pathological cases
clipping can still result. The square root technique has higher average overall volume than
the second technique. However, due to the simplicity of the second technique, PARSYNTH’s




This chapter discusses the implementation of PARSYNTH [19], a PEDALS based digital
audio synthesizer. PARSYNTH is an event driven system consisting of a set of mod-
ules interconnected by links. PARSYNTH exposes adaptation decisions to the perceiver.
PARSYNTH manages impreciseness.
5.1 PARSYNTH Events
As described in the previous chapter, a MIDI stream is divided into command bytes and
data bytes. MIDI allows for running status and for Note On/Note Off substitution. The
MIDI file format stores MIDI performances with timing information for each event.
PARSYNTH requires MIDI events to be reformatted in three ways. First, the timing
information for MIDI events in MIDI files needs to be converted into frame numbers. Second,
the running status is converted into individual events. Finally, each MIDI note number must
be converted to its corresponding frequency.
We started with an Open Source tool, MIDIFile to text (mf2t) [32], to transform binary
MIDI files into text PARSYNTH format. We changed the output format to emit absolute
frame numbers instead of relative offset times. mf2t also converts running status into
individual events. MIDI notes are converted to frequencies in the dispatcher.
The PARSYNTH event file format is shown in Table 2. Each event is marked with an
absolute frame number. Events in the file are ordered by frame number. Frame number
zero represents the starting time of the performance. The dispatcher keeps track of frame
number. When the dispatcher frame number matches the frame number of the next event
in the PARSYNTH event file, that event is processed. Therefore, the dispatcher frame
number is used to time the insertion of events into the system.
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Table 2: PARSYNTH Event File Format
Entry Description
frame number sequence information
channel from 1-16
event type 0 - Note On, 1 - Note Off
note type 0-127 MIDI standard
volume 0-127 MIDI standard
5.2 PARSYNTH Links
Links in PARSYNTH are implemented with the well known message passing technique
[43]. Messages are sent to and received from mailboxes. Mailboxes are implemented using
shared process memory. The data structure for mailboxes is a queue. The queue is statically
allocated. Threads using the queue will block upon a read from an empty queue or a write to
a full queue. Admin links and data links only differ in their use, not in their implementation.
5.3 PARSYNTH Modules
Each module has an administrative link. In addition, a module can have zero or more input
and/or data links. Data links are dynamically allocated and deallocated during a perfor-
mance. Mailbox addresses are attached to the corresponding NOTEON and NOTEOFF
events that allocate or deallocate the data link. Each module is implemented with a user
level thread.
PARSYNTH modules are structured in an event loop where each iteration of the loop
processes exactly one frame of data. The beginning of each module’s loop consists of
processing administrative events in the module’s administrative link. The module processes
data for the frame. Finally, modules send output to the data link and control events to the
admin links of downstream modules.
Because of the blocking nature of the link, a module will block until an administrative
message is received. This blocking behavior drives the thread execution model of the system.
The current implementation utilizes a FIFO thread run queue. Blocking on a link removes
the thread from the run queue making it unavailable for execution until released from the
block. This behavior has two effects. The first is that inactive threads that have been
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preforked are not executed until they have received administrative messages. The second is
that active threads are guaranteed to only execute their event loop once each frame because
each module will block on its empty administrative link after completing the current frame’s
execution.
Modules block if no administrative messages are available. Each module that generates
output on a data link is required to signal the other endpoint of that link that more data is
available. The NEWWORK event provides that signal. The CONTINUE event acknowl-
edges of receipt of new work and signals the receiver to continue processing for the next
frame.
5.3.1 Dispatchers
The system architecture of PARSYNTH allows for adaptation during module execution.
The two elements that facilitate adaptation are the single frame event loop structure and
the processing of admin link events each frame.
Adaptation is performed by sending an ADAPT message to the module over its admin
link. The ADAPT message consists of the ADAPT tag along with the parameters for
adaptation. The adaptation parameters are module specific. Upon receipt, the module
performs the requested adaptation before processing/generating the next frame. As such
the minimum adaptation latency is a single frame.
PARSYNTH’s adaptation manager is called the dispatcher. The dispatcher performs
several functions:
• The dispatcher creates all of the module threads in the PARSYNTH system prior to
beginning the performance.
• The dispatcher accepts the externally generated input events for the performance. In
the current implementation, these external events from from the PARSYNTH event
file. The dispatcher then sends the appropriate START and STOP events to the
modules over their admin links. START events are marked with the dispatcher frame
number.
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• The dispatcher converts MIDI note values into their corresponding frequencies.
• The dispatcher monitors the frame numbers of the output of the PARSYNTH con-
sumer module. It also logs the frame execution duration of individual frames by
PARSYNTH. This logging data is used to generate some of the results in the next
chapter.
• The dispatcher executes the PEDALS adaptation algorithm. Adaptations are sent as
needed to keep the performance within soft real-time frame execution.
• The dispatcher also drives the dynamic linkages between modules by passing modules
the output link of their target. This is done for each NOTEON event. As a result the
dispatcher can dynamically reconfigure the application during execution.
5.3.2 Generators
The adaptive generator module produces digital audio samples. Based on parameters re-
ceived from the dispatcher, the generator utilizes a ringing infinite Q filter to generate a
bank of sine wave partials. The generator accesses the SHARC database [39] to obtain
harmonic frequency, amplitude, and phase information for each of the sine wave partials in
the bank. The partials are then combined via additive synthesis to produce the tone. The
tone is then scaled to the given volume for the note. The result is a CD quality audio stream
of 44100 16 bit signed integer samples per second. Due to the frame based configuration
of PARSYNTH, each generator must produce 210 samples per frame. Generators accept
ADAPT events which change the number of partials generated per frame.
PARSYNTH generators operate asynchronously generating a stream of digital audio
samples. Each of the 210 samples of the frame have the same frame number assigned. The
starting frame time comes from the START event sent by the dispatcher. The generator
subsequently updates the frame number of the samples as appropriate.
5.3.3 Filters
Mixers are one type of filter implemented in PARSYNTH. In the previous chapter, we
discussed three techniques to avoid clipping when mixing digital streams. They were AGC,
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divide stream volume by the square root of the number of streams, and averaging. To
avoid clipping, the PARSYNTH mixer averages by dividing the volume of each stream
by the number of streams. Mixers are multi-input data channel modules. These input
data channel are dynamically attached and detached during the performance. The mixer
produces a single output data channel which is directed to the consumer module.
Synchronizers are the other type of filter. As discussed, generators asynchronously
produce digital audio samples marked with frame numbers. A newly started generator may
have frame numbers that are out of sync with other running generators. The synchronizer
module accepts data from all generators and synchronizes the data so that all of the frame
numbers match. The synchronizer gets NOTEON events from the generators as those
generators begin to produce a digital audio stream. This NOTEON event contains the
address of the new incoming data channel. The synchronizer then proceeds to deliver a
NOTEON event, and a new output data channel address, to the target module that to
which it is connected. Typically this is the mixer. Therefore, the synchronizer is a multiple
input, multiple output channel module.
5.3.4 Consumers
The consumer module accepts digital audio samples from an input data channel and writes
those samples to the Unix file as directed during setup. The consumer module also informs
the dispatcher of the frame numbers of the digital audio samples it receives.
5.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the system architecture of the PARSYNTH digital audio synthesizer.
PARSYNTH implements the PEDALS model. PARSYNTH events are mapped from MIDI
events, augmented in particular by frame numbers. These events are transferred over dy-
namically configurable links. PARSYNTH modules include the one dispatcher, generators,
filters, and one consumer. The dispatcher handles administrative tasks. The generators
generate CD quality digital audio using additive synthesis. Generators can be adapted to
generate a different number of partials each frame. Filters synchronize and mix the digital




In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we must benchmark its critical at-
tributes. In this chapter, we discuss what performance attributes are important, experi-
ments that measure those attributes, the results of the experiments, and their meaning.
6.1 Testbed
For all experiments, we removed variations in computational resources in three ways. First,
we used the Linux real-time FIFO scheduler. The scheduler suspended all non real-time
processes while the real-time PARSYNTH process executed. Second, we recorded timing
information to a memory buffer during the performance. After the performance, the buffer
was then written to a file. Finally, for timing experiments the performance was not written
to a file.
PARSYNTH has been instrumented with several environment variables in order to ob-
tain benchmarks that are outside the scope of a normal performance. For example, the
PARTIALS variable allows experimenter control over the number of partials generated.
Each frame produces 210 digital audio samples at a rate of 210 frames per second to
maintain real time performance. Therefore, PARSYNTH must produce 210 frames per
second for zero delay. In other words, one frame must be produced every 4761.9 µS.
6.2 Experiment 1: Real-Time Performance Microbench-
marks
The first critical attribute is real-time performance. The core problem we are solving is the
maintenance of a real-time performance under varying input loads. We measured the cost
of system overhead and cost of sine wave generation. We have designed experiments for




The first experiment examines the system overhead. The system overhead costs consist
of the idle state operation of the dispatcher, synchronizer, mixer, and consumer. These
modules are required in PARSYNTH for all productions. In order to measure their inherent
cost, we have designed an experiment that measure the computation cost of processing
frames of zero samples generated by a single generator. This represents the PARSYNTH
system in its idle state. We measured the time it takes to generate a frame’s worth of
samples. We then compared that generation time to the actual frame length. We determined
the percentage of system overhead time in the generation of a frame.
6.2.1.1 Testbed
Testbed 1 is comprised of a 600 Mhz AMD Duron processor with 128 MB of RAM. The
machine runs Slackware Linux 9.1
6.2.1.2 Event File
The event file has no events for the first 500 frames. A new note is added to the perfor-
mance every 100 frames. Each note activates another generator. The total length of the
performance was 1000 frames.
6.2.1.3 Methodology
This benchmark measures both the idle and generator loads on PARSYNTH.
For this test the generators computed no partials in order to focus on the overhead of
the generator.
6.2.1.4 Results and Conclusions
The results of the experiment are found in Table 3. The data shows the average frame
execution time increases linearly with the number of generators. The average cost for an
additional generator is 29.5 µS per generator. The overhead cost of one generator is 0.621
percent of the available frame time of 4761.9 µS.
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The idle state, represented by the 0 generator entry in the table, is somewhat misleading.
As discussed in Chapter 3, even when no notes are present, one generator must be active.
This silent generator maintains timing for performance. The first generator is different
than the idle state is actually running a only in that computes volume for the actual note
it generates.
6.2.2 Sine Wave Partial Generation Cost
This microbenchmark measures sine wave partial computation cost on PARSYNTH. Sine
waves are used in the additive synthesis process to produce digital audio streams. These
costs are used to populate the cost field in the adaptation table for the adaptation algorithm.
6.2.2.1 Testbed
Testbed 1 comprises of a 600 Mhz AMD Duron processor with 128 MB of RAM. The
machine runs Slackware Linux 9.1
6.2.2.2 Event File
The event file has no events for the first 100 frames. A single note is added to the perfor-
mance starting at frame time 100. The total length of the performance was 200 frames.
6.2.2.3 Methodology
This microbenchmark measures the execution time for sine wave generation. We ran
PARSYNTH 21 times. Each run computed a different number of partials. The number
of partials generated was controlled by the environment variable PARTIALS. We recorded
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the average frame execution time for the 100 frames during which the generator was com-
puting the sine wave partials.
6.2.2.4 Results and Conclusions
As shown in Table 4, we measured a range of a number of partials from 1 to 2000. The
average frame computation time for the entire range was 8.75069 µS with a range from
7.98441 µS to 11.78633 µS. We hypothesize that the decreasing trend in averages is due to
decreased impact of perturbation of the first few frames.
We can use the results from this experiment to populate the adaptation table with the
cost of sine wave partial computation.
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6.3 Adaptation
This experiment compares PARSYNTH’s adaptation algorithm against best effort genera-
tion. This experiment examines how PARSYNTH’s adaptation algorithm functions in the
face of constrained resources.
6.3.1 Testbed
Testbed 2 is a Dell desktop with a 2.8 Ghz Intel Pentium 4 processor and 512 MB of RAM.
The machine runs RedHat Linux 9.
6.3.2 Event File
The event file was a synthetic file. A note is added to the performance every 200 frames
starting at frame time zero. The total length of the performance was 1500 frames.
6.3.3 Adaptation Table
In order to create sufficient load for testing in overload conditions, the best effort generation
run produced notes with a fixed cost of 200 partials each. For the adaptation run Adap-
tation Table 5 was used. This adaptation allocated each note equal preference. A range
of adaptation options were given for each note. Due to the adaptation algorithm using the
average partial computation time to compute cost, the cost for each option is specified by
the number of partials generated for that option. The preference values matched the cost
for this experiment. The 200 partial option that heads the table represents the maximum
number of partials that could be generated for the given note. So it represents a complete
generation option. The available resource cost for this testbed is 860 partials.
6.3.4 Methodology
For this benchmark we recorded the average execution time for each note.
6.3.5 Results and Conclusions
As shown in Figure 12, the average execution time of the adapted performance matches
the time of the best effort performance as long as resources are available. Starting with
note 5, the resource cost of best effort exceeds the available resources. As a consequence,
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the average execution time of 5506 µS exceeds the length of the frame. On the other
hand, the adaptation algorithm adapts the generators for the adapted performance. These



















Figure 12: Adaptation vs. Best Effort: Delay
6.4 Impreciseness
To evaluate impreciseness, we set up an experiments with a pair of notes, whose cost
exceeded the ARC budget. We computed the total preference of the options chosen. We then
evaluated the impreciseness of the performance. In order to benchmark the selections of the
preference based adaptation algorithm, we compared the impreciseness of that performance
to a performance that is adapted strictly based on cost. Cost is one type of hardwired
adaptation that does not use perceiver preference for adaptation decisions.
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6.4.1 Testbed
Testbed 3 is a Dell laptop consisting of an Mobile Intel Pentium 4 1.7Ghz CPU with
512MB of RAM. The operating environment is Knoppix Linux 3.6 running Real-Time FIFO
scheduling as root.
In order to force adaptation, the ARC for each of these experiments are artificially
limited using the environment variable MAXPARTIALS. The ARC was limited to 13 sine
wave partials.
6.4.2 Event File
The event file for the experiment consists of two NOTEON events. Each event is assigned
to a different instrument. The total run time of the performance is 5 frames.
6.4.3 Adaptation Table
In order to compare adaptations using preference and adaptation that only use cost, we
need to construct equivalent adaptation tables. For this experiment, we compared pref-
erence based adaptation with cost based adaptation. The preference based adaptation is
represented by a performance with a high preference instrument and a low preference in-
strument as shown in Table 6. For the cost based algorithm, we linearly map the cost in
sine wave partials to preference by scaling the cost by a factor of 100. The cost based
adaptation table is shown in Table 7.
6.4.4 Methodology
In this benchmark, we compute the total preference for the options chosen. However, due to
the linear scaling of the preference values for the cost based adaptation, the preferences from
the adaptation table shown in Table 7 have no correlation to the preferences given by the
perceiver in Table 6. In order to assess the total preference from the perceiver perspective,
the preference values from Table 6 are mapped onto the corresponding generation options
in Table 7.
We compute the impreciseness of the preference of the performance by dividing the
difference in the total preference of a complete performance and the total preference of the
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Table 6: Preference Based Adaptation Table













Table 7: Cost Based Adaptation Table














actual performance by the total preference of a complete performance. Then we compute
the total cost for the generation options set chosen. We compute the impreciseness of the
cost of the performance by dividing the difference of the cost of a complete performance
and the cost of the actual performance by the cost of the complete performance. Finally,
we compute the impreciseness of each of the two instruments used in the performance using
the same metric as the total performance
6.4.5 Results and Conclusions
The preference based adaptations chose options A1 and B5. The cost based adaptations
chose options A5 and B1. Figure 13 shows the total preference for the performance and
for each instrument. The preference and cost based options are compared to the complete






















Total Performance Instrument B
Figure 13: Total Preference of Preference vs. Cost based adaptation
While the total preference for both preference and cost based adaptation show similar
values, the allocation of preference is illustrated in the per instrument elements. Note that
the high preference instrument retains a high preference value, while the preference value
of the low preference instrument is dropped.
The total cost, measured in partials generated, for each of the selected options is shown
in Figure 14. The total cost of the selected options are similar for both adaptation strategies.
However, the instrument allocation shows that much more of the resource budget is allocated
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to the higher preference instrument. Note that the cost of the ideal performance (18 partials)





















Figure 14: Total Cost of Preference vs. Cost based adaptation
The allocation of impreciseness of preference for the total performance and both in-
struments is shown in Figure 15. As outlined in the methodology section we compute
impreciseness against a complete performance, which in this case would be options A1 and
B1. Because the impreciseness of a complete performance is zero in all cases, the complete




























Figure 15: Impreciseness of Preference for Preference vs. Cost based adaptation
The results show that the impreciseness of the total performance of both adaptation
algorithms are similar. The difference is shown in the allocation of impreciseness to each
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instrument. Instrument A, the high preference instrument has a complete performance for
that instrument when preference based adaptation is used. On the other hand, Instrument
B has a high imprecision of 67 percent. Cost based adaptation allocates imprecision to
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Figure 16: Impreciseness of Cost for Preference vs. Cost based adaptation
The imprecision of the cost, shown in Figure 16, further illustrates the differences in
the two strategies when allocating resources. Imprecision of cost is again computed against
the cost of the complete performance options of A1 and B1. The higher relative imprecise-
ness of the total cost of both strategies reflects the unachievable selection of the complete
performance. Cost constraints limit the cost of available options for both strategies. The in-
strument entries shows how resources are spent. In the case of preference based adaptation,
the preferred instrument again has no imprecision. In contrast, the low preference instru-
ment has high imprecision. Cost based adaptation allocates the majority of the available
resources to the lower preference instrument. The preferred instrument has high imprecise-
ness for cost.
6.5 Experiment with Bach:Toccata & Fugue in D-Minor
In this experiment, we examine the effects of perceiver input on delay. We utilize four test
cases over a passage from Bach: Toccata & Fugue in D-Minor. We compared the following
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four cases:
• A complete performance with unlimited resources.
• A complete performance with limited resources.
• An imprecise performance with minimum computation.
• An adapted performance with perceiver input with all channels given equal preference.
We measured the delay of generating the frames for the passage. We also observed the
qualitative impact of delay and CPU utilization in each of the four cases.
6.5.1 Testbed
Testbed 3 is a Dell laptop consisting of an Mobile Intel Pentium 4 1.7Ghz CPU with
512MB of RAM. The operating environment is Knoppix Linux 3.6 running Real-Time FIFO
scheduling as root.
6.5.2 Event File
We tested this over the opening passage of Bach: Toccata and Fugue in D-minor. The
passage consisted of 260 note events.
6.5.3 Adaptation Table
The adaptation tables for the complete performances were simulated by setting the PS-
MAXPARTIALS variable to 10000 partials. For every note represented in the SHARC
database, this number of partials generates a complete note for each event.
The adaptation table for the minimal performance had one entry for each channel. The
number of partials for each entry was set to 1.
The adaptation table for the perceiver input had multiple entries for each channel. In
addition the corresponding entries for each channel had identical values for preference and
cost.
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Table 8: Delay for Bach: Toccata and Fugue in D-minor




Complete Unlimited 0 0 0
Complete Limited 9.876ms 15.90% 6700
Minimal 0 0 2200
Adaptation 0 0 4800
6.5.4 Methodology
The first case of a complete performance with unlimited resources is a theoretical absolute.
We did not perform that actual experiment. Instead we used it as a baseline for comparison.
The second case of a complete performance with limited resources was run with the
PSMAXPARTIALS environment variable set to 10000 partials.
The other two cases used their corresponding adaptation tables. Please note that the
minimal case did not perform any adaptation due to the single entry for each channel.
As described earlier, in order to maintain soft real-time performance, a frame must be
computed within 4761 µS. Frames that take more than 4761 µS are declared as delayed
frames. We measured the percentage of delayed frames in each of the four cases.
6.5.5 Results and Conclusions
Table 8 shows that the most delay occurs with the complete performance with limited
resources. This result is consistent with insufficient resources to generate the complete
performance in soft real-time. There is no delay with the minimal performance. Note that
the maximum computation time for a frame in the minimal performance is 2200 µS. This
shows that the CPU was underutilized because each frame was computed in less than half the
available time. The adapted performance displayed neither delay nor CPU underutilization.
Listening to the complete performance on limited resources, the perceiver notices gaps
and noise artifacts. Listening to the minimal performance, the perceiver hears a tinny
timbre, similar to the sounds from a child’s toy. This timbre is representative of single sine
wave tones. In constrast, the adapted performance had no delay-based artifacts. The earlier
segment of the passage has fewer notes. As a result, it is produced with rich tonality similar
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to the complete performance with unlimited resources. The last segment of the passage
has more notes that need to be simultaneously processed. In this segment, the perceiver
observes thinner timbres. These thinner timbres are due to the adaptation of the notes in
the segment. However, due to adaptation, the greater CPU utilization results in timbres
that are never as tinny as those of the minimal performance.
6.6 Summary
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we benchmarked critical attributes
including system overhead and sine wave partial generation. Results show that even with
a reasonably low powered system, adequate computation capacity is available to produce
digital audio performances in soft real-time with PARSYNTH.
We next investigate the PEDALS adaptation algorithm. Results show that delay is cur-
tailed when the adaptation algorithm is utilized. Results also indicate that in underloaded
situations, the adaptation algorithm matches resources allocation with best effort strategies.
Next, we compare the allocation of impreciseness using preference based adaptation as
opposed to hardwired cost based adaptation. Results show that both adaptation strate-
gies result in imprecise performances. However, the preference-based adaptation strategy
produces performances where impreciseness of both preference and cost is steered away
from the preferred instruments and towards low preference instrument. Cost based adapta-
tion shows comparable impreciseness values for the total performance. However, preferred
instruments are not protected from being adapted to more imprecise generation options.
Finally, we perform an experiment that examines the qualitative effects of perceiver
input upon delay using a passage from Bach: Toccata and Fugue in D-minor. Results
show that a complete performance generated with limited resources results in significant
noise artifacts, due to delay, in the resulting performance. In comparison, both the minimal
performance and the adapted performance using perceiver input produce performances with
no delayed frames. However, with the minimal performance, the CPU is not fully utilized.
As a result, the adapted performance with perceiver input produces a performance with a
richer timbre than the minimal performance.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation explores the area of Generative Multimedia (GM) Applications. GM
Applications share three basic characteristics: specifying performances concisely, exploiting
ever increasing endpoint computational capacity, and adapting the performance structure.
The constraints on a GM application are: soft real-time requirements, lack of a priori
knowledge of incoming input events, variable computational requirements, and confined
resource constraints.
General solutions to the problem of resource constraint are best effort, minimal effort,
and voice stealing. Their respective weaknesses are excessive delay, underutilized resources,
and ignored perceiver preference. Each utilizes hardwired adaptation for resource alloca-
tion. Our approach provides flexibility to the perceiver by allowing the perceiver to specify
preferences. The system makes adaptation decisions based on the perceiver’s input.
The metrics we use to measure the efficacy of adaptation decisions are impreciseness
and delay. Perceiver directed impreciseness minimizes delay via imprecise computation of
media elements of a performance. The imprecision of these elements is determined by the
preference of the perceiver.
The PEDALS model exposes adaptation decisions to the perceiver. PEDALS allows
the perceiver to choose adaptations that he or she prefers. Applications in the PEDALS
model dynamically adapt the performance to match the computational constraints of the
environment. The adaptations chosen allocate the imprecision of the media elements based
on the preferences of the perceiver.
We contend that Generative Multimedia requires adaptive solutions to generate high
quality performances. Perceiver preference input can be used to control the impreciseness
of GM performances. Towards this end, we propose the PEDALS model, that exposes the
perceiver to adaptation options with variable impreciseness. We also define metrics that
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quantify the impreciseness of an adapted Generative Multimedia performance.
The components of the PEDALS model are its architecture and its adaptation algorithm.
The architecture is based on events, links, and modules. This lends itself to distributed
applications. The adaptation problem is an approximation to the well known Knapsack
problem. Since this is an NP hard problem, PEDALS provides an approximation algorithm.
PARSYNTH is a digital audio synthesizer that implements the PEDALS model. It
generates CD quality audio samples using an additive synthesis algorithm. It also provides
instrumentation facilitating testing and measurement of delay and imprecision.
Finally, we ran a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of PARSYNTH. We
determined that PARSYNTH has sufficient capacity to generate digital audio in real-time.
We measured the computational overhead of the system and the computational cost of the
additive synthesis algorithm.
7.1 Future Work
Currently, PARSYNTH relies on a static cost function using valuesare derived from empir-
ical testing. It would be desirable to have PARSYNTH tune itself. PARSYNTH could run
a short diagnostic to determine the current cost of its generative algorithms.
Self tuning is the first step to implementing PARSYNTH in a distributed environment.
The other major issue is handling synchronization. When generators run asynchronously
on heterogeneous hardware, the task of synchronization and mixing of digital audio streams
becomes more difficult.
Testing up to this point has used synthetic streams of input events. Instead of music,
event files contained arbitrary sequences of evenly spaced events. A more meaningful test
of the performance of the algorithm would be music played by musicians in real-time.
With more meaningful tests, we could determine the actual effectiveness of the adaptation
algorithm.
Generative Multimedia spans several application domains. Our experiments thus far
have focused on the specific domain of digital audio. We believe that our model and our
results generalize to other GM domains. We plan further research in this area beginning
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with studying the interaction between animation and digital audio.
Finally, we continue to look for meaningful ways to gather preference input from the
perceiver. We have considered a variety of techniques from console style sliders, to ques-
tionnaires, to observation. We hypothesize that future systems will use a variety of input
modalities. In some domains, such as digital audio, the perceiver is normally passive. Also,
researchers have found it difficult to get perceivers to rate distributed multimedia. In other
domains, there are strong links between application semantics and current behavior and
preferences. For example in a video game, players will care about high display fidelity when
they are passively interacting with a scene. However, game speed is critical in action scenes
that are filled with many visual elements. In that case a different set of preferences apply.
Even if we succeed in gathering meaningful preference data in isolation, that informa-
tion cannot be naively combined. Preference data exists in a context and that context is
dynamic in a GM performance. One consequence of this dynamic context is that perceivers
tend to focus on one specific media domain when presented with a multimedia stimulus.
Also perceivers shift focus based on their needs. This shift is evident in the game example .
Therefore, the implementation of the adaptation algorithm needs to handle changes in pref-
erence data during the performance. Therefore another area of research is to dynamically
capture these shifts in focus and use them to steer impreciseness via adaptation.
The domain of adaptive systems holds great promise for the future. As systems become
more complex, and perceiver expectations increase, the need for responsive systems, models,
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